
 

 

●Used by herd ranging in size from 13 to 13,000 cows 

●Retains all data recorded during each animals lifetime 

●Comprehensive default reports and unlimited custom reports featuring over 1,000 database item and 

the ability to use extensive filters, logic and grouping. Send your reports to award winning Pocket Dairy 

APP for viewing on your mobile device.* 

●Edit system ensures proper information is recorded on the correct animal 

●Unlimited technical support from support techs with dairy background and experience with Pcdart, 

Pocket Dairy and DHIA 

●Herd management analysis with drill down capabilities available through Trackers: Activity, 

Conception, Maternity, Heifer and Inventory 

●Vet Check Day management and simplification 

●Affordable software, that interfaces with DC FTECH on test day 

●Access to Money Corrected Milk to compare profitability of individual cows when making breeding 

and culling decisions 

●Powerful Timed AI management along with flexible and extensive protocol and chore management 

systems 

●Can exchange data with over 25 milking machine, robotic and heat monitoring systems *and import 

genomic test results, mating files and breed classification data 

●Use the free DART SAFE feature to easily schedule automatic cloud backups that can be released to 

consultants (upon request) 

●Hoof care events can be recorded as health events and history can be viewed in a standard report 

●Embryo transfer capabilities to effectively track donor dams, recips and implantation date 

●Network capability with multiple computers 

 
   

(Sale Tax will be added to the pricing below). 
 
Internet Access is required on all new installs 

 
Rent  

Program Setup and Installation               $231.00  
Rental includes updates and unlimited support <180 cows (also yearly fee after 1 year)    $401.94 
Herds 181-399 cows are invoiced at year end         $401.94+ 
Rental includes updates and unlimited support >400 cows (also yearly fee after 1 year)    $693.00 
 

 Travel Charge for on-site installations or support   
(Most installs are done via Remote computer access)                 $1/mile 

  
*Additional fees apply for Pocket Dairy and interfaces with Daily Milk or Activity Systems—call with 
questions.  

 
      Minnesota DHIA ·   1.800.827.3442 ·   www.mndhia.org   


